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A 
decade after it first began to gain 
traction, cloud in all its various 
manifestations has become the 
new normal. Back then, chief ex-
ecutives who had grown tired of 

on-premise IT and costly refresh cycles were 
drawn to the agility and scale of pay-as-you-go 
services – Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-
Service (PaaS) – but it required a seismic shift 
to technology that was still nascent. Adoption 
was slow.

Today, after a period of unprecedented chaos 
caused by the pandemic and a period of eco-
nomic uncertainty, few would question the 
wisdom of making cloud a business strategy. 
According to research giant Gartner, almost 70 
per cent of organisations already using cloud 
will increase their cloud spending after a year 
of Covid-19 disruption, and the worldwide 
spending is predicted to grow 18 per cent in 
2021.

The widespread adoption of cloud during 
Covid-19 has not just accelerated digital trans-
formation, a mantra that IT vendors have been 

chanting for years, it has shaken the ground 
of business fundamentals – even the idea of 
having an office. Remote working has changed 
the way many people do their jobs and made 
a compelling case for cloud services.

If the pandemic had happened even five 
years ago when cloud was less mature, 
lockdown would have dragged many more 
businesses under. The question now is, what 
happens next?

“The pandemic was responsible for a mas-
sive shift to home working and a distributed 
workforce. Once that bell was rung, you can’t 
unring it,” Michele Neylon, owner and chief 
executive of Blacknight Solutions, said. 

“You will probably see a shift back to the 
office environment when the vaccines are 
rolled out and a kind of hybrid-type situa-
tion evolves – working from home and the 
office – but I don’t think it’s going to go back 
to how it was.”

The office may never be the same again. 
There are already examples of companies re-
thinking their physical footprint and down-
sizing floorspace. “Why would you have an 

office that can hold 30 staff if you know that 
there are only five or ten people who are ever 
going to be there?” Neylon said.

He is watching the new dynamic closely. As 
well as providing hosting services, Blacknight 
offers VDSL and fibre connectivity that it buys 
wholesale from Siro and Eir. To support the 
move to more home working he is launching 
a bundle that combines the two services and 
is targeted at people who have struggled with 
poor connectivity.

“We are not going to compete on pure price, 
but we can compete on customer service,” he 
said, alluding to the criticism that some big 
telcos have come in for recently. “We’ve heard 
a lot about the customer support issues and 
we can help there. The difference between 
our broadband service and our competitors’ 
is that we will pick up the phone.”

He also sees an opportunity around 
co-working spaces that have sprung up around 
Ireland. Towns like Wexford and Carlow will 
have two or more shared offices where people 
can hot desk and access more robust con-
nectivity. 

“A lot of people are struggling with kids at 
home and poor broadband in the pivot to home 
working, so a ten-minute commute to a shared 
workspace is very appealing,” said Neylon.

For IT services companies like Sidero, Covid 
triggered an entirely unexpected moment of 
realisation for customers and a shortcut to 
deeper levels of engagement around cloud. 
“We had been having conversations over a pe-
riod of time with boards about remote working 
that has now been forced upon them,” Carmel 
Owens, chief executive, Sidero, said.

She is now starting to see the same organi-
sations turn their attention to the post-Covid 
world. “The senior management teams are 
recognising that cloud and IT can be a source 
of competitive advantage rather than a cost to 
be managed, that it could play a more critical 
role in making business strategies successful.”

With cloud comes a change in the IT mind-
set – what Owens described as a shift towards 
products and platforms rather than projects. 
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If you work in asset 
management, you 
will want to check 
out the innovative 
cybersecurity solution 
from Typetec

 PROFILE:  TYPETEC

Prioritise your cybersecurity  
with Prism Secure

COMMERCIAL CONTENT

You have probably taken a number of 
steps to protect your business from a 
cybersecurity attack, but have you done 
enough?

When you consider the detrimental 
effects that a cyber attack can have on 
one’s business – operational disruption, 
reputational damage, financial loss – an 
effective cybersecurity strategy is arguably 
the most crucial element of any organisation.

A changing landscape
According to a recent PWC report, 
cybercrime in Ireland is now double the 
global average and there are record levels 
of fraud. This is precisely why companies 
need to perform regular risk assessments, 
implement an incident response plan and 
prioritise security at a board level.

One industry where resilience and 
proactivity are particularly important 
when it comes to cybersecurity is Asset 
Management. 

In fact, the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) 

issued all regulated companies a Thematic 
Inspection Letter which called out a six-
pillar approach to ensure that firms are 
adequately protected with a cohesive plan 
that also supports their business strategy.

In accordance with these core areas – 
which include cybersecurity risk governance, 
cybersecurity risk management, IT asset 
inventories, vulnerability management, 
security event monitoring and security 
incident management – Typetec, Ireland’s 
leading IT and cybersecurity solutions 

provider, partnered with OpenSky and 
Stryve to develop a robust cybersecurity 
solution to help asset management firms.

A trusted solution
Designed to support organisations adhering 
to the best practices as defined by CBI, 
Prism Secure is a cybersecurity solution 
that identifies and rectifies any gaps in a 
firm’s existing IT security infrastructure.

As part of the service, Typetec provides 
a gap analysis report on the IT environment 

based on the six pillars and administers 
remedial actions or solutions to resolve 
these gaps. 

Following this, OpenSky delivers an 
interactive security positioning dashboard 
that gives a real-time view of cyber activity 
and Stryve then ensures that any measures 
are effective via penetration testing.

Prism Secure can be rolled out 
independently from existing IT services 
and implemented within a four-week period, 
thus reducing disruption to operations and 
safeguarding critical systems within a short 
time frame.

A positive impact
By helping to secure the IT infrastructure 
of Asset Management firms, delivering 
real-time visibility of cyber activity and 
lowering cybersecurity risk, Prism Secure 

helps to maximise uptime for companies 
and increase staff productivity by making 
this area more streamlined and reliable.

Finbarr O’Riordan, sales director 
at Typetec, explains: “This solution is 
designed to deliver both reassurance and 
compliance to regulated entities within the 
asset management sector. These financial 
institutions are probably among the most 
targeted companies in terms of cybercrime, 
which means they have to be the most 
resilient.

“It is only through pinpointing areas 
of weakness and addressing these 
vulnerabilities with the best technologies 
that Irish businesses can help prevent the 
upheaval associated with a cybersecurity 
breach. 

“In essence, Prism Secure places 
the power back in the hands of these 
organisations and gives them the means 
to protect their operations.”

If you are an asset management firm and 
want to refine your cybersecurity strategy, 
get in touch to arrange a free one-to-one 
consultation with Typetec today. You can 
reach its experienced team by calling 01 
500 9001 or emailing sales@typetec.ie. Or 
visit www.typetec.ie

Finbarr O’Riordan, sales director, Typetec

This solution is 
designed to deliver 
both reassurance and 
compliance to regulated 
entities within the asset 
management sector 

“Now that the pandemic has validated cloud, com-
panies will continue to migrate workloads at pace. 
They are looking at what areas of the business will 
benefit from speed, innovation and scalability; all 
the things that cloud platforms provide.”

Owens expects the kind of specialist cloud consul-
tancy that Sidero provides to remain in high demand 
as companies try to bridge the gap between internal 
skills and the experience needed to advance cloud 
strategies. Much of it will be around cloud migra-
tion and where workloads reside in an increasingly 
hybrid world.

“Most chief executives have a hybrid cloud en-
vironment already because of legacy systems that 
have to stay on premise. They will be looking at 
multi-cloud options to reduce costs, improve resil-
ience and recovery, and they will expect it all to be 
secure,” she said. 

“They will also be looking at the availability of 
environments where they can spin up AI solutions. 
We are already seeing business use cases for AI and 
machine learning.”

Time to go public
The big sea change, in John O’Connell’s view, is the 
growing breadth of services available on public 
clouds. The head of software development at Ex-
pleo Group has been working with cloud companies 
since 2014 and remembers when the drivers were 
very different.

“Most of the early use cases were for cost-effective 
hybrid cloud to allow for companies to be able to 
provide for disaster recovery, flexible storage and 
the ability to handle dynamic workload traffic,” he 
said. “In recent years, as data centre contracts 

A time for zero trust
The perfect storm of regulatory pres-
sure to protect company data, acceler-
ating adoption of cloud services and 
increasingly sophisticated cyberattacks 
is prompting many more businesses to 
develop zero trust security frameworks. 

“It’s about making sure people inside 
an organisation have the credentials 
to use cloud-to-cloud applications and 
everything else in a secure way,” said 
Michael Conway, director at Renaissance.

Renaissance is the distributor of a 
company called Safe-T, which uses zero 
trust principals across multi-layered pro-
tection. Perimeter, network, file and data 
access are all controlled by its ZoneZero 
orchestration platform, which allows 
management of an entire security access 
scheme in one place. Identity access con-
trol is a big part of it. One of the things 
it does is enhance VPN infrastructure, 
applying multifactor authentication to 
any connection and application.

“The really good thing about Safe-T is 
that you don’t have to throw out your 
whole architecture to introduce zero 
trust. They can layer their technologies 
on to legacy environments, or they can 
come in and create a brand new environ-
ment,” Conway said.

ý
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expired, I have seen an increased migration to public cloud 
as there is no upfront capital investment.”

As well as allowing companies to move from a CapEx to 
OpEx model, public clouds increasingly offer access to emerg-
ing technologies that can drive business transformation, such 
as automatic scaling, automation and serverless computing. 

“Without this transformation, 50 per cent of companies 
surveyed in our 2021 business transformation index said they 
won’t be able to survive in ten years’ time,” said O’Connell.

He identifies hybrid cloud as the way forward, which Expleo 
helps advance through partnerships with multiple providers 
and its own expertise in designing and implementing hybrid 
cloud strategies for customers. “We look at a range of items 
including workload, geographic spread, client expertise and 
their existing technology roadmap,” he said.

SaaS applications like Salesforce and Microsoft 365 were 
already popular before Covid and became enablers for ‘busi-
ness as usual’ home working during lockdown. The experi-
ence of independent SaaS providers, like home-grown Irish 
company Big Red Cloud (BRC), would suggest that any doubts 
about subscription services have been overtaken by events.

“We’re doing extremely well, with 35 per cent growth over 
the previous year,” Marc O’Dwyer, company chief executive, 
said. “Companies that have moved to home working appre-
ciate the benefits of staff being able to collaborate on our 
accounts package remotely. People that had previously been 
hesitant about cloud are seeing the benefits of moving from 
more traditional desktop-based software and embracing it.”

Among the new cloud customers are businesses migrating 
from the company’s on-premise product, Big Red Book. 
“It’s a simple change because BRC is pretty much the same 
interface. There’s more to do if a business is moving from a 
competitor product. We do one-to-one training and provide 
telephone support, unlike our competitors.”

The last point is a big one for O’Dwyer. Many ICT providers 
have chosen to automate customer support, but he believes 
personal contact with customers is as vital in the cloud as it 
was in the old world. “You build a much stickier relationship 
with the customer and they trust you. They know that there 
is someone there when they need them,” he said.

At the same time, his cloud software is forward-looking, 
availing of cutting-edge technologies like machine learning 
and AI to innovate and accelerate accounting processes. 

“Purchase invoices are emailed in directly, for example, 
imported and automatically processed. So there’s no need 
for manual inputs or suppliers having to post them in, which 
right now would be arriving into an empty office,” he said. 
“The collaboration between suppliers and companies like 
ourselves for customers is now seamless.”

A banking payment solution released towards the end 
of last year is similarly efficient, aligning technology to the 
SEPA banking regulations that forced banks to open up their 
APIs and facilitate faster credit payments. “Businesses can 
suck in their bank transactions automatically, saving a huge 
amount of time while cutting down on errors,” said O’Dwyer.

Evolving ecosystem
Changes in cloud services demand that traditional 
players in the IT ecosystem must evolve – and data 
centres are no exception. Co-location remains the 
biggest part of Interxion’s business, but companies 
are not just renting rack space to host their IT stacks 
in a secure facility – they are investing in access 
to the multicloud services that have become their 
new IT delivery model.

The future of data centres is about becoming 
an interconnectivity trading hub, according to In-
terxion Ireland managing director Séamus Dunne. 

“It’s about access to IaaS cloud providers 
like Amazon Web Services, IBM and Micro-
soft, but it’s also about SaaS,” he said. “We 
have a lot of Chinese customers coming 
to Europe who use us for access to SaaS 
providers, but there’s no doubt that vol-
ume business is really around compute 
rather than applications.

By facilitating high-performance in-
terconnections through a single inter-
face, Interxion helps break down barri-
ers between the enterprise and multiple 
public clouds. Carrier-neutral, it enables 
connectivity to all of the big cloud provid-
ers using more than 700 communication 
service providers. 

It also runs fibre connections between its 
eight Irish locations, which means it can 
provide failover and disaster recovery to 
facilities less than ten kilometres away.

Like everyone else in the IT ecosys-

tem, data centres are obsessed with security. “There are two 
aspects to it: the physical security of the facility, where we 
guarantee reliability and uptime, and cybersecurity, where 
we work with partners and carriers.”

Another cloud concern is around vendor lock-in, the risk 
that workloads and applications hosted by a particular pro-
vider are hard to extricate. Interxion makes it a little easier. 

“We give clients more flexibility and choice if they are 
accessing the public cloud from our trading hub,” Dunne 
said. “They can change things around more easily, move from 
one cloud provider to another and make different choices 
for different workloads.”

Moving workload is core to Ergo’s business and the com-
pany has seen a spike in demand for cloud migration projects 

because of the pandemic and lockdown. For some 
customers, it has been a major step-change. 

“People who wouldn’t previously have 
trusted the cloud are using it more be-
cause of Covid,” Ciro Vivacqua, software 
enterprise architect, said. “Companies 
who would never have thought about 
giving their people access to applica-
tions outside of the office now have 
to because there is no other option.”

Attitudes change very quickly, how-
ever, as organisations discover other 

cloud benefits, like greater efficien-
cy in the way their IT services are 

run. 
“More and more people want 

to pay for what they use, not 
for what they have. They 

don’t want to pay for a 
server that’s only run-

ning at 20 per cent ca-
pacity and only used 

a couple of days a 
year. The cloud 
solves that for 
them,” Vivac-
qua said.

As cloud mi-
gration gathers 
pace, security, 

data manage-
ment and analytics 

quickly become part of 
the conversation at Ergo. 
In terms of home work-
ing, the security chal-

Derek Kelleher, 

solutions and service 

manager, Brother

Printing’s coming home
As Covid and lockdown struck, businesses looked to 
replicate the office in people’s homes and give their 
employees the hardware they needed to do their 
jobs. Like laptops, printer sales soared, according to 
Derek Kelleher, solutions and services manager at 
Brother, at least in the small device segment where 
his company has always had a strong footprint.

“We’ve been very busy. Volumes have been 
down on the big print machines because people are 
locked out of their offices, so the market has been 
sliding into our zone,” he said. 

“We have always championed A4, so for Brother 
it’s a good place to be. We’re lucky because we don’t 
make large 65-page-per-minute printers. It’s very 
difficult to stick an A3 machine with a staple sorter 
into the boot of your car and work from home. But 
that’s what people are doing with our products.”

The devices connect to wifi, offer multifunction 
capability – print/scan/copy – and a range of fea-
tures that will have found new relevance in these 
unusual times. The ability to scan directly to email 
or a cloud folder takes on more significance when 
a workforce is distributed and sharing documents 
becomes more of a challenge.

A risk for print companies is that working re-
motely might accelerate the move to the paperless 
office, a much-hyped concept that is still to gain 
serious traction. There’s no sign yet, according to 
Kelleher. 

“I do believe people will still want to print. With 
legal documents and contracts, for example, there 
is still a need for hard copies,” he said. “The need to 
copy and scan also creates a demand for hardware. 
We’ve seen that during Covid with more downloads 
from the website of drivers that enable scanning.”

The cloud has become a big part of Brother’s 
managed print proposition, providing a portal 
where customers can check usage by machine and 
automatically order consumables when they start 
to run low. 

“We have made a large investment into our cloud 
application and are able to manage machines more 
effectively. It makes our managed print service 
much more transparent and efficient,” he said.

Carmel Owens, 

chief executive, Sidero, 

Picture: Colm Mahady
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lenge is simplifying access without compromising it. 
“Using VPNs (Virtual Private Networks) and more secure 

channels is expensive, so we give them cloud solutions, 
other security mechanisms such as enabling multi-factor 
authentication and integrated authentication,” he said.

To better manage the growing volumes of data that organ-
isations generate, Ergo introduces clients to data governance 
and the concept of master data management. It’s a way for 
disparate data sets to be treated the same, with rules around 
accuracy and semantic consistency. 

“It’s important because organisations will be ingesting, 
filtering and digitising more and more sources of data over 
time and some of it will not be reliable or consistent.”

Organisations are increasingly aware that their data is an 
asset, and that another benefit of cloud is the way it opens 
the door to a new wave of business intelligence. 

“Two or three years ago, I had very few engagements around 
data. Now they happen on a weekly basis. Our solutions are all 
based around our strong partnership with Microsoft, services 
and tools like Azure Synapse and Power BI,” Vivacqua said.

This is also where AI comes into play, using machine learn-
ing to glean insights from previously inaccessible, unstruc-
tured data sources. “Services are evolving to a point where we 
are capable of reading through PDFs and emails, extracting 
information from many more sources with much more 
efficiency,” he said.

Another technology that Ergo increasingly leverages is 

containers, which virtualise applications in a more efficient 
way than virtual machines. Once created, they make it easier 
to move workloads around between different environments 
– production, testing, integration – as well as 
between different cloud providers.

“Not only that, but you can also evolve 
things more easily,” Vivacqua said. 
“Organisations often have custom 
solutions they built the old way 
with a monolithic approach 
that involves a lot of coding. 
It’s hard to make changes. 
With containers, as long as 
there is good separation of 
domains you can add new 
features much more easily.”

Close to the edge
Not for the first time in the IT 
industry, evolving may mean 
going backwards to go forwards, 
repeating paradigm shifts that have 
happened before, albeit with new types 
of technology. Back in the day, there was the 
movement from mainframe to personal computing before 
things went back to the centre with cloud. 

John O’Donoghue, solutions consultant for emerging 
technologies at Dell Technologies Ireland, believes the tide 
is turning again.

“We spent the last decade going back to a centralised model 
and now we’re going back to a decentralised model with the 
edge,” he said. “It’s probably where the biggest growth will 
be over the next couple of years with 5G enabling it in terms 
of realising connectivity to multiple edges.”

The driver for change is data, he said: “The ability to keep 
moving massive amounts of data to a centralised point just 
isn’t feasible anymore because of latency, because it puts so 
much pressure on network connectivity. The development 
of edge is a consequence of the explosion in data.”

Like the cloud, the edge is open to many definitions as 
to precisely what the technology involves. O’Donoghue 
described it as application and data processing in micro data 
centres at the edge of the network. Dell is already seeing its 
adoption in manufacturing, where companies have multiple 
data collection points that they need to process quickly.

“Rather than have different sensors measuring quality 
assurance across ten factories, for example, it makes more 
sense to deploy an application at the edge, feed it into a server 
or storage system and process the data in real time. It’s the 
results that you bring back to the centre, rather than all the 
data from all of the sensors.”

Another concept O’Donoghue expects to catch on in 2021 
is digital twins of physical entities, real-time digital repre-
sentations where sensors feed data into a high-performance 
computing environment. 

“With satellite imagery around weather, you could simulate 
what might happen when you know a storm is coming and 
move around flood defences to be better prepared,” he said. 

“Traffic is another use case, being able to monitor the 
flow of people in smart cities. If we monitor what normally 
happens, we can then use simulations to see how the flow 
and movement would change if something happened, like 
a road closing.”

Smart technologies talked about for a decade are starting 
to deliver on their promise, according to O’Donoghue, as 
the siloed worlds of applications and high-performance 
computing begin to merge. “With sensors at the edge and a 
digital twin, you can monitor and create different simulations 
in real time,” he said.

Serverless computing will be another big growth area, 
though O’Donoghue finds the term misleading. He said it’s 
really a way to automate infrastructure provisioning and 
simplify server management. 

“It’s about creating levels of automation, simplifying the 
process of managing multiple environments where infra-
structure may be sitting in loads of different locations. 

“It’s about giving the IT team the ability to drive more 
technology innovation, rather than focus so much on keeping 
the lights on.”

Driving all the change is a post-pandemic appetite for 
technology that Dell is seeing from many of its customers 
across every sector. 

“The ability to differentiate through technology is now at 
the top of their agenda. After last year, the penny dropped 
that you have to be agile and able to respond quickly to 
market changes,” O’Donoghue said. 

“Technology plays a key part in your ability to change 
your operating model and meet key challenges, whether it’s 
Brexit, Covid or some other form of unexpected disruption.”

More and more people want to 
pay for what they use, not for 
what they have. They don’t want 
to pay for a server that’s only 
running at 20 per cent capacity 
and only used a couple of days 
a year. The cloud solves that for 
them

Caught in the net

“Covid-19 has accelerated the move to the 
cloud, that’s the best way to put it,” said Grant 

Caley, chief technologist at hybrid cloud 
and data specialists NetApp (left). “Most 

companies already had a project in the 
cloud or were working toward it.”

The evidence is out there: an 
O’Reilly survey of over 1,200 
businesses conducted just before 
the pandemic and its attendant 
lockdown found 88 per cent of 
respondents use cloud in one form 

or another. A full 25 per cent were 
planning to move all of their applica-

tions to the cloud.
Since then, adoption has only 

grown, driven largely by the need to 
facilitate remote work. “One company I 

know had 500 people using Office 365. They 
had to get everyone on immediately, and they 

did, but the strategy for two to three years has been 
carried out in weeks,” Caley said.

In fact, Caley said that only one company he has been 
speaking to had no cloud investment at all, and it is 
working in a very sensitive area. Regulation and com-
pliance is no barrier for most, though. Indeed, Covid 
vaccine producer AstraZenica is a NetApp cloud client.

The question is when data or applications should go 
to the cloud. Caley said that analysis of a business will 
reveal this. “If you can build the capacity in the data 
centre, that will be cheaper – but it will also be slower to 
get up and running.”

Any lingering security concerns belong to the past, 
though. 

“From a security perspective, the cloud is more 
secure than most data centres,” Caley said. “There’s a 
compliance argument to address in the cloud, but you’d 
have to do that in the data centre anyway.”

It looks like fears surrounding Brexit have also been 
put to bed.

“With Brexit we saw, initially, a lot of companies 
opened up in the EU to ensure they had a foot in both 
camps, [but] the uncertainties have pretty much been 
resolved,” he said.

That these fears have proved unfounded is good 
news, but their existence at least pointed to an under-
standing that the business is the data.

“The way I look at it is that the base layer of every-
thing a business does is built on the data that they have 
and have to use. Building that into the cloud, as well as 
provisioning applications, is where you have to start: 
everyone is talking about infrastructure-as-a-service 
[IaaS] and what you need to do really is standardise 
that IaaS layer across on-prem and the cloud. That way 
you’re not building up a new silo. From that you can do 
application classification, seeing which elements of the 
business work  better in the cloud,” he said.

The next development is increasing use of containeri-
sation, which Caley sees as a natural evolution. Not only 
does it speed deployment time, it follows a trajectory 
from bare metal to virtual machines to virtualising 
applications.

“I look at containerisation as how we will write appli-
cations in the future; you can roll out applications faster, 
fix applications faster, as you’re not working on large 
monolithic applications. You’re working on small parts; 
there’s less management too,”  he said.

“The challenge is that they’re stateless, they’re 
designed to be thrown away, but what is not stateless 
is the data.”

While that will need to be addressed, it is probably 
an issue for another day. “Containerisation is the big 
trend for the future. Saying that, only about 10 per cent 
of businesses have deployed containerised apps,” said 
Caley.

Other future trends are less clear. Caley described AI 
as “inevitable”, at least in an operational capacity, but 
cautioned that no one has a crystal ball.

“Five years ago, I would have said MVNe disk drives 
and that’s no longer the case. I will say it is crucial to 
connect on-premise to the cloud – data centres aren’t 
going away. Either way, nobody is getting more budget 
so what you have to do has to be more effective,” he 
said.


